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Abstract� In this paper we present a method for generating French
texts conveying temporal information� This method integrates the Dis�
course Representation Theory �DRT� and the Systemic Grammar The�
ory� First� we show how the DRT is used to represent temporal informa�
tion� We then show how this formalism is used to represent the temporal
localization expressed by temporal adverbial phrases� Finally� we give a
description of how this representation of adverbial phrases can be trans�
lated into a syntactic form� using Systemic Grammar Theory� Pr�etexte�
our implementation of this method� is able to generate a great variety of
temporal adverbial phrases�

Keywords text generation� systemic grammar� DRT� expression of time�

� Introduction

Until now� few generators have been developed to solve satisfactorily the prob�
lem of the expression of time� Furthermore� the ones which address this problem
focus on the production of verb tenses� without o�ering a convincing solution to
the choice of temporal adverbs� In ����� a method is proposed for integrating the
expression of temporal concepts in the process of text generation� In particular�
it shows how to produce di�erent types of text in French from a single repre�
sentation of events� But there are many problems with the method proposed�
Mainly� the method governing the planning process is too much determined by
the temporal concepts� Thus� the planning process appears too much ad hoc�
compared with other promising frameworks like the schema of McKeown ���� or
the RST ��	� 
�� Also� this proposal is not really successful in integrating in the
generator all the expressive potential of a language like French for the expression
of time�

Here a di�erent perspective is adopted� We believe it is easier to establish
a method for discourse planning if we have a better understanding of the way
temporal information can be expressed by the adverbs and verb tenses� We thus
focus on the surface generation process� more speci�cally on the problem of
generating the great variety of syntactic markers� such as adverbial phrases and
verb tenese� To achieve this we started from the work of ���� She proposes a



method to extract the temporal structure of a text� according to the Discourse
Representation Theory DRT� proposed by Kamp in ���� Her work relies on an
analysis of temporal adverbial phrases made by Molines ����� Of course� it is
not possible to develop a method for surface generation without considering the
higher levels� at least partially� Therefore� in this paper� we will present not only
a surface generator� but the solutions that are suggested by our method at the
deep level process�

To implement the production of temporal adverbs and verb tenses� we have
chosen the systemic grammar of Halliday� The advantage of this framework is
the possibility of expressing the syntactic aspect of a sentence as resulting from
a sequence of semantic choices� We developed a grammar interpreter inspired
from Nigel cf� ������ But we depart from Nigel on many aspects� especially on
the way of representing the production of verb tenses and adverbs�

Pr�etexte� the system we developed in Prolog� has many resources for the
expression of time� The French discourse D��� which is an adaptation of an
example taken from ���� has been produced by Pr�etexte an English translation
is given on the right��

Hier l�avion a e�ectu�e un vol �o��� �A �h��
il a quitt�e Paris �o��� Quand il a survol�e
Barcelone �o��� le r�eacteur fonctionnait
�o��� �A ��h��� un voyant a clignot�e �o���
Auparavant� il s��etait allum�e �o��� Puis il
s��etait �eteint �o��� Pendant 
� minutes�
l�avion a survol�e la mer �o��� Puis il a at�
teint la c�ote �o��� Jusqu��a ��h��� il a sur�
vol�e l�Alg�erie �o�	�� �A ��h
� il �etait sur
la piste �o���� �A ce moment�l�a le r�eacteur
a explos�e �o����

Yesterday the plane made a �ight� At
�h�� it left Paris� when it �ew over
Barcelone� the engine was working� At
��h��� a warning light �ashed� Previ�
ously it had come on� Then it had gone
out� For �� minutes the plane �ew over
the sea� Then it reached the coast� Until
��h�� it �ew over Algeria� At ��h�� it
was on the landing runway� At this mo�
ment the engine exploded�

Discourse �D��

To produce such a text� we must start from a conceptual representation which
embodies objectively the facts that must be reported in the text� with their
disposition in time� The information at the conceptual level must be translated
into a semantic representation where the facts are presented according to a
subjective perspective� The semantic representation is then used to produce
the text� In the next section we will see how the temporal information can be
represented at the �rst two levels� We then show how temporal adverbial phrases
can be produced from the semantic representation�

� The representation of time

Although our work focused on the second translation process which produces
the temporal markers in the text� we cannot ignore the issue of the conceptual
representation� It is because the nature of the semantic representation is deter�
mined not only by the syntactic potentiality of the language� but also by the
type of temporal concepts that can be formed�



��� The conceptual representation

To represent temporal concepts in Pr�etexte� we chose the principles of Discourse
Representation Theory DRT�� The DRT o�ers one of the most interesting ex�
planation for the way temporal notions are conveyed by a text�

According to DRT� we associate to a text a Discourse Representation Struc�
ture DRS�� This DRS is updated incrementally by the processing of each sen�
tence� A DRS is a structure containing a set of entities and a set of conditions
on these entities� We can �nd in a DRS di�erent types of entities� A temporal
fact can be presented either as a punctual event or as a situation obtaining at
a certain moment in time� Another type of entities are the temporal constants
which designate a segment of the temporal axis� Finally� there are the entities
that participate in the events or situations�

In Pr�etexte� the conceptual knowledge is represented as a DRS� We made
litte change in the formalism� in order to adapt it with the context of text
generation� We do not make the distinction between events and situations in the
conceptual representation� because we want it to be independent of the language�
We think that this distinction regarding the temporal aspect must not appear
at the conceptual level� The fact that something is presented as a situation of
an event in the discourse is not relevent at the conceptual level� In a generation
we should let the system choose among these possibilities� Therefore� at the
conceptual level we prefer to use the unique concept of occurrence� for every fact
that takes place in time� may it be an event or a situation�

Among the motivations for choosing DRT as a framework for our conceptual
representation is that it has already shown it suitability for dealing with temporal
information in discoure analysis� Also� we believe that the use of occurrences
as primitive concepts which means that the notion of time ensues from the
occurrences� is in accordance with the intuition� We have considered the other
possibilities� that is to take the point or the interval as primitive� but found them
less interesting for natural language applications�

In particular� ��� proposes a system for temporal reasoning� which uses a set
of all possible relations that can exist between two intervals� But we believe
it is not well suited for natural language generation� The main reason is that
temporal relations in this framework must be expressed with precision� wheras
it is in the nature of language to often express temporal concepts approximately�

In fact� the aspect of DRT that really convinced us to use it is that it o�ers the
possibility of considering the occurrences and time periods as being equivalent
in regard with their external behavior� That is� if we consider only the temporal
relations expressed in the conceptual representation� occurrences and times are
not disinguishable� This facilitates the expression of temporal localization in
many di�erent ways� which is an important issue in text generation� In ��� we
present an ontology of time that take advantage of this important characteristic
of DRT�

In the conceptual representation we �nd four types of information�

� The description of occurrences�
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Fig� �� Conceptual representation for the �rst three sentences of �D��

� The description of participants in the occurrences�

� The description of the temporal localizers� which are called temporal con�
stants� They usually refer to time periods in the calendar�

� Some temporal relations between the occurrences and the temporal localiz�
ers� The relation � is used to represent temporal precedence� To state that
two temporal objects are somehow simultaneous� we use the overlap relation
�� Thus� in our representation� �Y happens at time X� is represented by �Y
temporally overlaps X�� Finally� we use the relation � to express the fact
that the temporal extent of a temporal object is a subset of the temporal
extent of another object�

Figure � shows the part of the DRS used to generate the �rst three sentences
of D��� It contains �ve temporal constants� n� ct�� ct�� ct� and ct�� We have
developed a formalismto express the variety of possibilities to designate temporal
segments represented by these constants� Due to space limitations this formalism
is not presented here for more detail see ����� In the illustrated DRS we give
for these constants an English description� The constant n represents the speech
time� In the representation� we specify that it is included in a time represented
by ct�� which is the day corresponding to September �� ���� � Four occurrences
are represented in the DRS� o�� o�� o� and o�� We see� from the relations� that
all these occurences take place before the time n�

Note that not all temporal relations in the DRS must be given as input� some
can be deduced� Many relations relations can be inferred from the ones given as
input� To achieved this� three kinds of knowledge may be used� One is the repre�
sentation of conventional time that is used by everyone for identifying a speci�c
period in time� Such a representation implies a structure of the conventional



time� together with reasoning mechanisms to deduce temporal relations�� For
example� this knowledge informs us that September �� must be before Septem�
ber �� � which implies the relations ct� � ct� in our representation� Similarly� we
can deduce ct� � ct�� ct� � ct� and ct� � ct��

The second kind of information is the world knowledge about the occur�
renyyces� Knowing that occurrences o�� o� and o� are part of the occurrence o�
implies that they are all temporally included in it�

The last kind of knowledge that can by used is a reasoning mechanism on
the temporal relations� Such mechanism will rely on a set of axioms� Suppose�
for example the existence of these axioms�
�x� yx�y�x � y�y � x� �u� v� x� yu�x�v�y�x � y � u�v�u � v�
From world knowlege we can infer that occurrences o� and o� cannot overlap

the leaving of Paris cannot overlap the �ying over Barcelona�� Thus� according
to the axioms� we can infer o� � o� from the relations o�� ct�� o� � ct� and
ct� � ct��

��� The translation into a semantic representation

To generate a text with an input such as the one illustrated at �gure �� where
many occurrences are given� we must �rst choose one discourse structure among
all the possibilities� It is the discourse structure that speci�es the segmentation
of the message into sentences�

Figure 	 illustrates such a discourse representation� inspired from the Seg�
mented Discourse Representation Theory SDRT� proposed by Asher in �	��
which extends the DRT by adding to it the notions of rhetorical relations such
as the one propose in the RST ����� We call SDRS such a discourse structure� It
contains the same information as in the DRS of �gure � except that it has been
segmented� We see that the top�level DRS contains three small DRSs which are
related by rhetorical relations� each DRS corresponds to a sentence� Beside these
three small DRSs� the top�level DRS contains the information that is global to
the text� the description of participants and the description of speech time� At
this moment� we do not know how to produce this discourse structure� but we
are planning to work on this problem� In particular� we will try to use the results
of the work done other researchers who tried to apply the SDRT to the analysis
process ���� ��� In the discourse structure of our example� we have one sentence
that is to be elaborated by two other sentences� These two sentences constitutes
a narration�

Once the discourse structure has been established� it must be translated into
a semantic representation of the form S�� S�� � � � � Sn�� For now on� we will use
the convention Si to designate the ith element of a semantic representation S�
To achieve the translation of the SDRS� we e�ectuate a depth��rst traversal
of the DRSs in the discourse structure� For each DRS visited� we establish its
corresponding feature structure in the semantic representation�

� In ��� we propose an implementation of such a structure
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Fig� �� Discourse representation for the �rst three sentences of �D��

Figure � is an illustration of a semantic representation that can be produced
from the SDRS of �gure 	�

We see that each structure contains �ve features� The feature Message refers
to the occurrence that must be reported by the sentence� and speci�es the aspect
that must be used to present it� We distinguish� as Kamp does� two aspects that
can be used to present an occurrence� as an event or as a situation� with a
further speci�cation for the last case� Two types of situations are recognized by
Pr�etexte� open situations and resulting situations� An open situation is obtained
when we locate ourselves at a time where an occurrence is in progress� A resulting
situation is the state that follows the termination of an occurrence� Usually� in
French� the event aspect for a past occurrence would result in the use of verb
tense pass�e compos�e simple past in English�� To open and resulting situations
would correspond the imparfait and the plus�que�parfait respectively the closest
tenses in english for these last two tenses are the past progressive and the past
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Fig� �� Semantic representation for the �rst three sentences of �D��

perfect�� In the �rst two elements of the semantic representation of �gure �� the
occurrence is presented as an event� whereas in the last one it is presented as an
open situation� We see that among the four occurrences contained in the DRS�
only three constitutes the main �message� of the text� o�� o� and o��

The four other features in a structure Si give the value of four temporal mark�
ers which express the localization of the occurrence� These markers correspond
essentially to the four markers proposed by Kamp and Rohrer as presented in
���� for the analysis of texts� which we have adapted to the problem of generation�
We can consider them as an extension of Reichenbach�s markers ��
�� To identify
the value of these four features� at least two information have to be considered�

� The other DRSs to which the visited DRS is attached in the discourse struc�
ture

� The rhetorical relations

The marker N represents the time of speech� The utility of this marker may
not be clear� considering the fact that it is constant in our example� The reason
for having such a feature in every semantic structure Si is that the value of N
could be locally altered in the discourse� in indirect speech for example� We have
not studies such cases� but we think that the existence of the marker N would
be necessary to deal with them�

The perspective point P refers to an instant from which the occurrence must
be considered� Usually it points to the speech time� In some cases� when a �ash�
back is expressed� for example� it will have a di�erent value� In discourse D���
there is such a case� The �fth and sixth sentences constitute a �ashback� the per�
spective point being the occurence of the fourth sentence� In the discourse struc�
ture� the �ashback is represented by using a rhetorical structure� Consider for
example the discourse structure for the �rst seven sentences of D�� as sketched
at �gure �� For the translation of the two DRSs containing o� and o�� the value
given to P will be the occurrence o� since the DRS containing this occurence
dominates the two other ones with the relation �ashback � For the next DRS
visited� the one containing o�� the perspective point will be reset to the value
it had before entering the �ashback� that is� the value when the DRS of o� was
considered�

The value of P is used to determine the choice of verb tense� In discourse
D�� we see that the �ashback results in the choise of the plus�que�parfait �
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Fig� �� Discourse representation for the �rst seven sentences of �D��

L represents the temporal location of the occurrence reported� If this oc�
currence overlaps another temporal object� this object could be used as value
for L� In our example� the values of L show that the constants ct� and ct� are
used to localize the �rst two occurrences� In the third sentence� the situation
corresponding to o� is presented at the instant where the occurrence o� takes
place� If no other temporal object overlaps the one that constitutes the message�
the temporal region represented by L can be de�ned in relation with another
temporal object� We will see examples of this in the next section� L represents
the information that will be expressed by an adverbial phrase in the sentence� It
is not necessary to give a value to it� A sentence may not contain an adverbial
phrase of temporal localization�

Sometimes a localization is performed in relation to a reference in the context�
which is represented by the marker R� This reference is used to represent the
progression of time in the discourse� Only events and temporal constants have
the capacity of stating a new reference� Put simply� the rule for identifying the
value of R is the following one�

�� First identify the DRS to which the visited DRS is attached in the discourse
structure� We call S�antecedent this DRS� and Sa the feature structure that
is associated to this DRS in the semantic representation�

	� If the occurrence reported as Message in Sa is presente as a situation� it can�
not be used as a reference point� since a situation cannot state a progression
in time�



�� If L has a value which is temorally more precise than the occurrence in the
Message� R will take it as a value� In the reverse case� R is bound to the
occurrence in the Message� if this occurrence is not presented as a situation�

�� If L has no value and the occurrence in the Message is a situation� it means
that the antecedent sentence does not state a progress in time� Therefore� R
will be given the same value it has in Sa�

In the semantic representation of �gure � we see that the context for the
�rst sentence is empty� so there are no value for R� For the second and third
sentences� the value of R is the event presented in the preceding sentence� Note
that the occurrence in the third sentence is expressed as a situation� So� it cannot
be the reference for the next sentence� Consequently� the marker R for the next
sentence will have the value of L in the structure of third sentence� that is the
constant ct�� We will see in the next section how the value of R is considered to
produce the temporal adverb�

It is easy to see that the choice of the aspect is not an easy task in the
building of the semantic structure� Not only the pragmatic information must be
used to select one aspect� but also we must take into account the interaction
with other choices such as the type of temporal localizer used� At this moment�
we consider that the localizer is �rst identi�ed and that the selection of aspect
is constrained by this choice� But we must admit that more study have to be
done to clarify this interaction between aspect and temporal localizer�

If an occurrence is presented as a situation� the temporal localizer must be
a time included in it� On the contrary� the event aspect cannot be combined
with a localizer included in the occurrence� In our example� the occurence of S�
must be presented as an event� since the localizer ct� includes the occurrence�
In S�� the localizer overlaps the occurrence� In this case� we must be careful�
because the overlapping relation does not prevent the existence of an inclusion
relation� If this inclusion relation between ct� and o� can be deduced� than the
situation aspect should be chosen� Here we suppose that this inclusion relation
cannot be deduced� thus resulting in the choice of the event aspect� Finally� in
S�� the localizer is included in the occurrence of the Message� Consequently� the
situation aspect is selected�

Note that the semantic representation given in �gure � is not unique� Fig�
ure � shows another semantic representation that could be built from de DRS
of �gure �� It contains a fourth sentence� In fact� the main di�erence with the
other representation is that the occurrence o�� instead of acting as a localizer for
the occurrence o�� constitutes by itself the message of a sentence�

Once the semantic representation is produced� the temporal adverbial phrase
and the verb phrase can be generated independently� The syntactic form of the
verb phrase is determined by the combination of the following information�

� Temporal relation between localizer L and speech time N�
� Temporal relation between localizer L and perspective point P�
� Aspect of the occurrence�
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Fig� �� Alternative semantic representation

The temporal adverb is mainly determined by the value of L� The choice
of its syntactic structure will be a�ected if the value of L refers to the speech
point N or the reference R� The interaction of temporal information conveyed
by verb tense and adverbs is taken into account in the translation process from
conceptual level to semantic level�

As we said earlier� we have not solved entirely the problem of choosing among
all the semantic representations that can be built from a DRS� We are planning
to focus our attention on this issue in the future�

Due to space limitation� we will not discuss the generation of verb phrases�
We will describe in detail only the production of temporal adverbs� We made
this choice because adverbial phrases have not received much attention until now
and� as we will see� it has many implications that makes the generation process
complicated�

� The production of temporal adverb

In the previous section� we said that the marker L� called the localizer in the
semantic structure of a sentence� is to be generated as an adverbial phrase� In
the example at �gure �� the value for L is always an object of the conceptual�
either a temporal constant or an occurrence� But it needs not to be so� The
localization can be expressed indirectly�

In the discourse D��� we see that the temporal localization expressed by
the temporal adverb can be achieved in many di�erent ways� in relation to the
time of speech hier�yesterday�� by designating a temporal reference �a 
h���at
�h���� in relation with another fact puis�then� �a ce moment�l�a�at this moment �
quand il a survol�e Barcelone�when it �ew over Barcelone�� etc� To this variety
in the semantic of localization we must add the variety of syntactic forms� The
localization can be expressed by an adverb puis�then�� a prepositional phrase
jusqu��a ��h���until ��h�� �� a nominal phrase le lendemain�the day after� or a
subordinate clause quand il a survol�e Barcelone�when it �ew over Barcelone��
We are thus confronted with two levels of representation where each one has its
own diversi�ed potential for the expression of temporal localization�



��� The grammar

Our problem is now this one� on which of these two representations will be hinged
the translation process� We have chosen the semantic representation because it
permits an integrated solution for the expression of time� By analysing all the
possible forms of localizer that can be made up� we �nd that their semantic can
be represented by the following recursive structure�

Localizer � Temporal object j PositionerLocalizer�

That is� a localizer can identify directly the temporal zone of an occurrence�
by using another temporal object that overlaps� or express it in relation with
another localizer� The localizer for the occurrence o� in D��� translated into
the adverb puis then�� would be represented by the term aftero��� As an
example of more complex structure we can take the representation of jusqu	
a
deux jours avant le d�epart de Robert until two days before Robert�s departure��
which would be represented by a term like termbeforeo�� � 	 days��� where
o�� represents the departure occurrence and the relation termX� represent a
temporal segment terminated by X� We will call secondary localizer a localizer
embedded in a term of the form positioner�localizer��
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Fig� �� Systemic network for the production of adverbials



Figure � shows a simpli�ed version of the systemic network implemented in
Pr�etexte� To represent the sequence of choices that must be performed in order
to produce the adverbial phrase corresponding to the semantics of the localizer�
This network is composed of systems� each one declaring a list of features� The
network is processed from left to right and when a system is entered� a choice
must be made among the listed features� The feature selected may lead to an�
other system note that two features could lead to the same system�� Brackets
identify systems that must be processed concurrently� The syntactic structure
of the adverbial phrase is determined by a set of constraints entailed by features
selected in a complete traversal of the network� To implement the selection of
features� we use a method inspired by the inquiries of Nigel �����

We will now give an overview of how the network can be used to produce an
adverbial phrase�

If the localizer has a simple structure� as it is the case when it is not expressed
in relation with another localizer using a positioner� its translation into the
syntactic form will be achieved by a unique traversal of the network� Otherwise�
there are two possibilities� It could happen� depending on the choices made in
the systems� that only the positioner is expressed in the resulting phrase� In
the text D�� this is the case for the occurrence o�� where the semantics of its
localizer� beforeo��� has been translated in the phrase auparavant previously��
The secondary localizer refers to the event expressed in the preceding sentence�
thus it is the value of the reference R� Consequently this secondary localizer
is not expressed because it is present in the context� In the case where the
secondary localizer must be expressed� it will be done by re�entering recursively
in the network� Suppose� for example� that the occurrence o� in the localizer
beforeo�� is not the value of R� This means that o� is not given in the context
and� consequently� must be expressed� A �rst traversal of the network establishes
that the phrase must contains a positioner� which will be translated into avant
before�� and a secondary localizer expressing o�� To translate this secondary
localizer� the network is re�entered� which results in the production of the phrase
le clignotement d	un voyant the �ashing of a warning light�� We thus obtain
the adverbial phrase avant le clignotement d	un voyant before the �ashing of a
warning light��

When the grammar is used to generate a localizer� three parallel systems
must �rst be entered� LOC LEVEL� ANCHOR and DESIGNATION� The role
of the system LOC LEVEL is to indicate in which level of embedding we are in
the generation of the adverbial� The �rst time we enter the network to generate
an adverbial� the feature primary is selected� If other traversals are required to
generate embedded localizers� the feature secondary will be selected for each new
traversal� The reason for having this system is that the syntactic structure of
a localizer may di�er whether it is embedded or not in another one� as we will
later�

The system ANCHOR o�ers three ways to localize the occurrence that con�
stitutes the message� The localization is deictic if it is in relation with the time
of speech� anaphoric if made in relation to the reference point indicated by the



marker R� and autonomous if made according to a dating convention� In the
system DESIGNATION� we must decide if the temporal zone occupied by the
occurrence is designated directly� by selecting the feature direct � or in relation
with another� by selecting the feature relational � In the �rst case� we then have
to determine if the localization is made by a temporal constant feature chrono�
logical� or another occurrence feature occurrential�� In the case of a temporal
constant� we must determine if the localizer refers to speech time� reference
time� or other� Examples of phrases corresponding to these three types are� re�
spectively� maintenant now�� 
a ce moment�l
a at this moment� and 
a �h�� at

h���� If the feature occurrential is selected� the localization will be expressed
by a nominal phrase or a subordinate clause� depending on the choice made in
the following system� It will be nominalized if it is a secondary localizer� as in
the phrase two days after his departure� which contains a positioner expressed
by two days after and a nominalized secondary localizer� his departure� If the
occurrence is used as a simple localizer� a subordinate clause is produced� as in
the third sentence of D����

Let�s now consider what happens if the feature relative is chosen� Pr�etexte will
add syntactic constraints indicating that the phrase must contain a positioner� In
the subsequent systems� the syntactic form of the positioner will be established�
and a decision will be made about the expression of the embedded localizer in
the resulting phrase� In the system ASPECT LOC� we establish if the temporal
zone identi�ed by the localizer must be perceived as being punctual or as having
a duration� In the second case� the generated phrase will express the secondary
localizer� For example� we see in D�� that the localization of the occurrence o��
has been rendered by a durative localizer expressed by the phrase jusqu	
a ��h�
until ��h���� When the punctual feature is selected� we must then consider two
systems concurrently� First� in REF ZONE� we determine if we will express the
embedded localizer� or only express the positioner� Depending on this decison�
the localizer of occurrence o�� in D��� aftero	�� will be translated into puis
then�� composed of a positioner without a secondary localizer� or apr
es avoir
survol�e la mer after having �own over the sea�� containing a positioner and a
secondary localizer� In TEMP DIST� we determine if the relative localization
indicates a temporal distance from the embedded localizer� If it is the case� the
feature de�nite is selected�

Thus� there are two stages in the generation of the sentence� First there is
the selection of features in the grammar� which is achieved by considering the
information contained in the semantic structure of the sentence� Second� the
constraints associated with the selected features must bu taken into account in
order to determin the syntactic structure of the sentence� This second stage is
called the syntactic realization�

We will present in detail how the features can be selected using the informa�

� Note that this way of dealing of nominalization is oversimpli�ed� More study is
needed on this problem� The important thing to note here is that the choice must be
constrained by the fact of being an embedded localizer or not� A when�clause cannot
be generated for an embedded localizer�



tion in the semantic representation�

��� The selection mechanism

To select features in the systems� the semantic structure of the sentence and the
conceptual information pointed by the semantic structur are consulted� Some�
times� a feature is pre�selected � that is� its selection is determined by features
already selected�

In table � we give the rules that are applied to achieve the selection in each
system� In the rules we designate Li the most embedded localizer in the expres�
sion associated to L in the semantic structure�

SYSTEM CONDITIONS SELECTION

LOC LEVEL The network is entered for the �rst time primary
Otherwise secondary

ANCHOR Li � N deictic
Li � R anaphoric
Otherwise autonomous

DESIGNATION The value of L is an occurrence direct
The value of L is a temporal constant direct
Otherwise relative

REF INT The value of L is a temporal constant chronological
The value of L is an occurrence occurrential

REF LOC deictic has been selected in ANCHOR speech time
anaphoric has been selected in ANCHOR reference time
autonomous has been selected in ANCHOR other

NOM OCC primary has been selected in LOC LEVEL not nominalized
secondary has been selected in LOC LEVEL nominalized

ASPECT LOC L has the form term���� or beg���� durative����
L has the form before���� or after���� punctual

TEMP DIST A metric is speci�ed in the relation de�nite
Otherwise inde�nite

REF ZONE L has the form before���� or after���� and ellipsis
anaphoric or deictic has been selected in ANCHOR
Oherwise present

Table �� The selection rules

To select the type of localization� Pr�etexte considers the most embedded
object in the localizer identi�ed by L� If this object is the same as the one pointed
by the reference R� the feature anaphoric is selected� if it corresponds to the
speech time N� the feature deictic is selected� otherwise the feature autonomous is
selected� The choice between the features relative and direct in DESIGNATION



re�ects the structure of the localizer� If it has the form positionerlocalizer�� the
feature relative is selected� For ASPECT LOC� we see that the selection depends
on the nature of the positioner� In REF ZONE� the conditions for the selection
of ellipsis represent the cases where the temporal localization conveyed by the
embedded localizer is already available in the context� either it is the speech
time feature deictic�� or it is a time introduced before in the discourse feature
anaphoric��

To see more clearly the selection mechanism� let�s take the semantic repre�
sentation of the last four sentences of D��� which is illustrated in �gure �� Note
that for all structures except the last one� the value of the reference R is the
occurrence of the preceding structure� This because in these cases� the occur�
rence is temporally more or as much� precise as the localizer� Only for the last
structure we had to take the value of L in the preceding structure� since the
occurrence o�� is presented as a situation�
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Fig� �� Semantic representation of the last four sentences of �D��

For the following discussion� we will denote S�� S�� S� and S� the four ele�
ments of the representation of �gure ��

In S� and S�� the L�s most embedded object and R have the same value� thus
entailing the selection of anaphoric in ANCHOR� For S� and S� we can see that
we are in a situation where the feature autonomous will be chosen�

In S� and S�� the localizer L has a complex form using a positioner� Therefore�
the feature relative must be selected in this case� In the two other cases� since
we have two temporal constants� the feature direct is selected�

Let�s �rst consider the elements S� and S�� for which the system REF INT
must now be considered� Since the objects associated to L are temporal constants
in both cases� the feature chronological is selected� Up to now we are not surprised
that the same choices have been made for S� and S�� since in both cases L has
the same value� But di�erent selections are made in the next system� because the
feature autonomous has been selected previously for S�� whereas anaphoric has
been selected for S�� Therefore� the feature reference is selected for S�� whereas
other is selected for S�� This explains why we obtained 
a ce moment�l
a at this
moment� for S�� rather than a repetition of the phrase 
a ��h� obtained for S��



For S�� the semantics of the localizer L requires the choice of the feature punc�
tual in ASPECT LOC� Then� considering the fact that the feature anaphoric
has been previously selected� we have all the condition for selecting ellipsis in
REF ZONE� We thus avoid the production of the phrase apr
es avoir survol�e la
mer after having �ewn over the sea� which would be repetitive with the pre�
ceding sentence� Finally� for S�� the feature durative has been selected because
of the semantics of the positioner term� For S�� the semantics of the localizer
requires the selection of durati in ASPECT LOC�

��� Syntactic realization

In Sytemic Grammar Theory the syntactic realization relies on a functional anal�
ysis of the sentence� as explained by Halliday in ���� He consider that sentences
have many meanings� logical� thematic and interpersonal meanings� Each phrase
in the sentence has a function for each of these sentence meanings�

The construction of the syntactic structure results from the solving con�
straints of di�erent type� A constraint may�

� specify the existence of a function in the sentence�
� specify the ordering of some function in the sentence�
� for a speci�c function� which requires that the network must be re�entrer to
realize it� preselect some of the feature that will be selected �

� for a speci�c function� specify a syntactic feature that will determine its
lexicalization�

In our implementation� a sentence contains a function which is called the
Localizer� To generate the Localizer� the network given at �gure � is traversed
in order to generate a temporl adverbial phrase� An temporal adverbial phrase
is itself decomposed into subphrases having di�erent functions� These are the
functions we may �nd in a temporal adverbial phrase�

TempLocSpec Temporal location speci�er� It is the component of the phrase
that express the location in time� such as ���� am and april ���� �

TempDet Temporal determiner� It is the component that specify a relation
to the temporal location speci�er� such as after in the phrase after ���� am
and when in when John left Paris�

TempDistSpec Temporal distance speci�er� It is a component which specify
a temporal distance from another localizer� such as two days in two days
after Jonh	s departure�

Note that it is not necessary that all features in the grammar specify a
constraints� Some features� as the ones in systems LEVEL LOC� ANCHOR�
serves for determining choices in other systems� Other features has the role of
leading us to a subpart of the network� For example� the feature chronological in
REF INT leads us to system REF LOC� whereas the feature occurrential leads
us to NOM OCC�



SYSTEM FEATURE REALIZATION CONSTRAINTS

LEVEL LOC no realization constraint
ANCHOR no realization constraint
DESIGNATION direct �TempLocSpec

�TempDet
�����TempDet�TempLocSpec�����
lex�TempDet� temporal prepositional phrase�

relative �TempDet
REF INT no realization constraint

REF LOC speech time lex�TempLocSpec� adverb�
reference time lex�TempLocSpec� noun�
other lex�TempLocSpec� temporal noun�

NOM OCC nominalized TempLocSpec � nominal phrase
lex�TempDet� preposition�

not TempLocSpec � clause
nominalized lex�TempDet� preposition�

REF ZONE ellipsis �����TempDet�����
present �TempLocSpec

�����TempDet�TempLocSpec�
TempLocSpec � temporal adverbial phrase

ASPECT LOC no realization constraint
TEMP DIST de�nite �TempDistSpec

TempDistSpec � temporal nominal phrase
lex�TempDet� temporal preposition�
IF ANCHOR � deictic �TempDet�TempDistSpec�
OTHERWISE �TempDistSpec�TempDet�����

inde�nite IF REF ZONE � ellipsis lex�TempDet� adverb�
OTHERWISE lex�TempDet� temporal preposition�

Table �� Realization constraints

In table 	� we enumerate the realization constraints that are associated with
features in the grammar� �Function means that the function Function must be
present in the structure generated� The ordering of functions is speci�es by an
list expression like �F������F��F����� � where ��� means that any sublist of functions
could be present in this place and ��� is used to specify that two functions must
be contiguous� We write Function � Cat to indicate that the function Function
must be realized by re�entering the grammar� Since the grammar is divided in
many subsection� one for each syntactic category of phrase� we indicate in Cat
which subpart must be entered� We write lex�Function�Cat� to indicate that the
function Function must be lexicalized� Cat indicates categoru of the lexical item
that must be extracted from the lexicon� It would be too long to present here
how lexicalization is achieved� Su�ce it to say that lexical item is identi�ed by
using the categorie speci�ed� the list of features selected in the grammar� and



the semantic form of the structure generated� Finally� we write Syst � Feature
to mean that the feature Feature has been selected in system Syst �

Note that with the simpli�ed version of our grammer given in this paper� we
cannot explain all the forms of temporal adverbial phrases that can be generated
by Pr�etexte� For example� to generate hier yesterday� we need more systems
than what is contain in the grammar at �gure �� Also� we have not introduced
all the systems that are needed to generate the durative forms of localizer� For
an exhaustive description� see ����

To illustrate the realization process� we will see how a few forms of temporal
adverbial phrases can be generated�

�A �h�� �at ���� am� To obtain this form the following features must be selected
in the grammar� primary� autonomous� direct� chronological and other � Con�
sulting table 	� we see that we thus obtain the following realization con�
straints�

�TempLocSpec
�TempDet
�����TempDet�TempLocSpec�����
lexTempDet� preposition�
lexTempLocSpec� temporal noun�

The syntactic structure will contain two functions in this order� TempDet
TempLocSpec since no other ordering constraints are given� the ��� are re�
placed by nothing�� Both must be lexicalized using the lexicon� We obtain 
a
for the �rst one and �h�� for the second one�

Quand il a survol�e Barcelone �When it �ew over Barcelona� Selected fea�
tures� primary� autonomous� direct� occurrential and not nominalized � Real�
ization constraints�

�TempLocSpec
�TempDet
�����TempDet�TempLocSpec�����
lexTempDet� prepositional phrase�
TempLocSpec � clause

The only di�erence with the preceding example is the last constraint� In
this case� to identify the syntactic structure of the TempLocSpec we must
re�enter the grammar to generate the clause il a survol�e Barcelone�

Puis �Then� Selected features� primary� autonomous� relative� punctual� ellipsis
and inde�nite� Realization constraints�

�TempDet
�����TempDet�����
lexTempDet� adverb�



Note that the third constraint has been added because the feature ellipsis
has been selected� Here the constraints imply a structure which contain only
one function which must be lexicalized as an adverb�

Il y a � jours �Three days ago� Selected features� primary� deictic� relative�
punctual� ellipsis and de�nite� Realization constraints�

�TempDet
�����TempDet�����
�TempDistSpec
TempDistSpec � temporal nominal phrase
lexTempDet� temporal preposition�
�TempDet�TempDistSpec�

Here the structure contains the two function TempDet and TempDistSPec�
Two ordering speci�cations must be solved� The �rst one says that the Tem�
pDet may be preceded or followed by any other fucntion sublist� The second
says that it must be immediately followed by the TempDistSpec� The �nal
result is a structure with two fuctions in this order� TempDet TempDistSpec�
Note that the second ordering constraint has been added because of the se�
lection of deictic in ANCHOR� A constraint speci�es that the TempDet must
be lexicalized as the temporal preposition il y a� Finally� the TempDistSpec
must be generated by re�entering the grammar� and consider the systems
pertaining to the generation of temporal nominal phrases�

� jours apr�es le d�epart de Jean Three days after Jean	s departure� Here we
have a case where the section of the grammar for the generation of tem�
poral adverbial phrase illustrated at �gure �� must be entered twice� The
�rst time� the selected features are� primary� autonomous� relative� punctual�
present and de�nite� The result is the posting of the following constraints�

�TempDet
�TempLocSpec
�����TempDet�TempLocSpec�
TempLocSpec � temporal adverbial phrase
�TempDistSpec
TempDistSpec � temporal nominal phrase
lexTempDet� temporal preposition�
�TempDistSpec�TempDet�����

Here we have the maximal form� that is� all three possible functions are
present� Solving the ordering constraints we get the following structure� Tem�
pDistSpec TempDet TempLocSpec� The �rst one is generated by re�entering
the grammar in order ot produce the nominal phrase  jours� The second
one is lexicalized as the temporal preposition apr
es� For the last one� the
grammar must also be re�entered to produced another temporal adverbial
phrase� This time the features selected will be� secondary� autonomous� di�
rect� occurrential� nominalized � Note that nominalized is selected because
secondary is also selected� We get the following constraints�



�TempLocSpec
�TempDet
�����TempDet�TempLocSpec�����
lexTempDet� preposition�
TempLocSpec � nominal phrase

In the lexicalization process� because of the presence of the feature secondary
the function TempDet will be realized as an empty item�
The realization of this example is illustrated at �gure 
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Fig� �� Realization of � jours apr�es le depart de JeanS

��	 Summary

What we have explained in this section is how temporal adverbial phrases� de�
spite their variety of syntactic forms� can all be considered as temporal localizers
composed of a positioner and� possibly� a secondary localizer� With this uni�ed
semantics we have shown how our semantic network determines the syntactic
form of the phrase� But we have not said a lot about how the information in the
semantic representation are used to make the selections in the system�

For most of the systems in the network� the information contained in the
semantic representation is su�cient to make a selection� With the four markers



N� R� P and L� this combined with the great expressive power of the semantics
used to represent the localizer L� we are able to generate most of the patterns
identi�ed by ���� for temporal adverbs� Thus� the generation of the temporal
adverbs� once the semantic structure has been established� can be considered
independent of the domain� However� at the level of the translation process
from the conceptual level into the semantic one� the situation is di�erent� At
the current stage of our research� we cannot say how the domain in�uences the
generation of temporal adverbs at this level�

� Related work

We have been given the opportunity to examine at length the system Nigel� As
far as the expression of temporal information is concerned� Pr�etexte covers more
possibilities than Nigel� Moreover� we are not aware of any other systems that
displays the same expressive power for the expression of temporal localization�
Also� in Pr�etexte� we propose a uni�ed explanation for the expression of the
temporal localization� which is dispersed in many part of the network in Nigel�

� Conclusion

In this paper� we have presented a method that has been successfully used to
produce text conveying temporal information� Our method combines the princi�
ples of two theories� the DRT of Kamp and the Systemic Functional Grammar
of Halliday� The �rst one guides us in the expression of temporal information�
The second provides a generation process controlled by a set of semantic choices�
with the syntactic form resulting from these choices� With these tools we showed
how our generator could cover a large number of the possible forms of temporal
adverbial phrases� But there still remains a great amount of work to accomplish
on this aspect� The biggest task that must be tackled is the identi�cation of a
mechanism to choose one semantic representation among all the ones be built
from a conceptual representation�
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